Time to Build the Robots!

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

From the automatons of previous centuries to robot
beings that permeate our pop culture (Wall-e, Transformers, C3PO), humans have always been fascinated by the
mystery and marvels of mechanical beings that mimic living
creatures. And as real, life-like robotic creations continue
to evolve by leaps and bounds, our kids will live in a world
where robots will be part of their everyday lives. With this
field of engineering growing, encouraging children’s
interest in robots and robotic science through play is
recommended. Cultivating an early understanding of
robots and their mechanics can give your child the
inventive edge in a brave new robotic world!

by Gerry Paige Smith

Robot Invasion

Gyrobot: Gyroscopic
Robot Kit

(Bloco Toys)

Breaking the stiff mold for traditional robot assembly, the Robot
Invasion Set from Bloco is a uniquely
child-friendly collection of robot components that are super-easy for little
hands to assemble. The high-density
foam pieces and plastic connectors are bendable in ways that allow for stacking, rotating and
flexible construction of robot projects. Additionally, the parts
are slightly stretchy (fostering more challenging connections)
and washable! The set include plans for 6 robots (5 can be
constructed from the materials all at one time), but the easy
assembly and colorful pieces will quickly inspire independent
design and construction of a new and original robotic army of
creations to invade and conquer your household!

(Thames and Kosmos)

With this ideal introduction to
gyroscopes (used in everything from
smartphones and tablets to video
game controllers and space telescopes), kids can harness the power
of this amazing device to build seven different motorized robots,
each with unique characteristics and function! The process of
assembling each robot gives budding robotic engineers handson experience and valuable scientific knowledge about how
gyroscopes play an indispensable role in our modern lives. From
building a gravity-defying personal vehicle to a tightrope-walker,
this kit will amaze and educate kids and adults as they use the
power of the gyroscope to mobilize their robotic creations!

Makedo Find & Build a
Robot

Build Your Own
Robo-Pup

(Makedo)

(Discovery Kids)

Makedo is an uber-cool building
option that combines a builder’s imagination and resourcefulness with the kit’s
connectivity supply. Using the broad
range of connectors and decorative elements in the Makedo Find & Build a Robot kit, the builder is challenged to craft
his robot from found items and stuff lying around the house! The
ultimate fun recycling project, kids can transform boxes, broken
toys, packaging, plastic bottles and more… into robot wonders
using the Makedo safe-saw, lock-hinges, pins, clips and robotthemed stickers. This inexpensive, yet amazing, kit facilitates the
Dr. Frankenbot in every kid as they combine their re-purposing
ingenuity with Makedo resources to build a robot!

For the kid who’s on the front end
of an interest in robots and robotics,
the Discovery Kids Build Your Own
Robo-Pup is ideal bridging technology for the beginning builder. With
a slick exterior design and a minimum of pieces and parts, the bulk of the pup is already built.
When the eight main components of the robot pup are assembled (with some adult supervision), it can walk, bark, as
well as move its head, ears and tail. Activated by touch and
sound, the Robo-Pup is a cute and compelling introduction to
the possibilities of simple robotics offering the broad strokes
of the science without the detail challenges of some similar
robotics kits.

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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A Page in a Book
by Gerry Paige Smith

Finding Beauty in the Night
Most children struggle at some point with fear or discomfort in the dark. It’s
entirely natural to feel some anxiety when one of our primary senses, which serves
us so well in the light, is dimmed by the dark. And when a child’s imagination
begins to fill in the dark blanks, sometimes the results can be scary. But, like the
dreams that take flight when our eyes close tight, the night has its own lovely
secrets to share with the child who is ready to explore them. The following books
shine a light on the wonders of the night and celebrate the beautiful things that
can happen when the sun goes down for the evening.

Please Bring Balloons

by Lindsay Ward (Penguin / Dial)
When young Emma visits her favorite carousel, she spies a note tucked under the saddle
of the great white polar bear. It simply asks her to bring a balloon. So, she does. On her next
visit she finds a note that simply says, “Please bring more.” And, bring them, she does! As
darkness falls, Emma comes with many, many balloons to tie to the carousel bear’s saddle.
And gently, the balloons lift the Bear – and Emma – into the night sky. Their airborne adventure takes them up into the darkness, where they revel against starry skies, among gentle
snows and upon quiet icebergs. When morning comes, Emma isn’t sure the adventure was
real, but a clue on the carousel just may indicate that dreams could come true. Celebrating
the wonders of a winter night with colorful intensity, “Please Bring Balloons” is a beautiful bedtime read to put sleepy minds on a dreamy path to the magical possibilities of the night.

Steam Train, Dream Train

by Sherri Duskey Rinker, Illustrated by Tom Lichtenheld (Chronicle)
When the night reaches full dark, a powerful train steams into Night Falls station where a
menagerie of animals will load it with prize cargo. A polar bear and penguin load the freezer car
full of ice cream. Turtles creep aboard as they move their (fast asleep) fast cars onto the train’s
auto rack. The train’s cars are all taking on special cargo as the animal crew preps for the evening
journey. Lushly illustrated, the moonlit clouds mimic the clouds of steam billowing from the train,
and the train’s headlight flashes like the northern star in the night. For every child who loves trains
and for every reader who’s ever heard a train’s whistle in the dark, this title is a rich, rhythmic
reminder that wonderful things are still happening in the world long after the sun has set.

The Insomniacs

by Karina Wolf, Illustrated by The Brothers Hilts (Penguin / G. P Putnam’s Sons)
When Mrs. Insomniac takes a new job that relocates the whole family half-way around the world
and across twelve time zones, they all quickly discover that their nights and days are all mixed up.
Mother, Father and little Mika can’t fall asleep at night. And their days are miserable as work and
school suffer when everyone is too tired to be their best. When all insomnia remedies fail, the family
strikes off into the night to seek advice from anyone they find. What they discover is a whole world of
life that thrives in the dark! Nocturnal creatures - from angel sharks to aardvarks, from bats to bandicoots – reveal that some types are best suited to the night-life. The newly nocturnal family takes up
work and hobbies that are best pursued in the dark (Mika even takes night classes) as they find a
way to take back the night and make use of the mysterious and marvelous dark!

Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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